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Detection of Virtual Core Point of a Fingerprint:
A New Approach
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Abstract—In a fingerprint the profile of ridges are flowed by
ridge orientation curves. The slope of each point of a ridge
orientation curve varies with the radius of curvature of the line.
The change in gradient will attain its maximum value when the
curve changes its slope from positive to negative or vice versa
which occurs on immediate left and right of maxima or minima
point. Every ridge on a fingerprint will provide such point of
maximum gradient and the mean value of those points is
considered as the virtual core point. This paper presents a new
model to determine the virtual core point based on changed in
gradient of maxima and minima points, so that this core point is
considered to be the reference point to select the region of interest
(ROI) of a fingerprint for further processing. The results of the
paper show that, the proposed method can provide the virtual core
point from different types of fingerprint very efficiently and
consequently simplifies the fingerprint recognition system.
Index Terms—Change in gradient, maxima and minima
points, non-minutia and minutia based detection, ridge
orientation, ROI.

I. INTRODUCTION
Biometric identification techniques are applied to
identify an individual on the basis of an individual’s
characteristics (both physiological and behavioral). It is one
of the most dependable and sensible approach to recognize an
authorized person among several masquerades. The
technology of biometric identification is applied in some
specific regions to draw out furtive information such as face
and eye structure, handwriting, signature, voice, hand and
finger geometry, fingerprint as well as palm-print imaging
[1].The process of identifying the human fingerprint where
ridge skin layout is used is also known as dactyloscopy.
Specifically, ridge and furrow patterns on the surface/tip of
the finger including bifurcations, termination and valley have
been applied in a comprehensive way to determine the
uniqueness of fingerprint of human being. Bifurcations are
identified by the branch of one ridge, termination is the
endpoint of ridge and valley is the gap between two ridges.
Therefore, according to the methodology of Henry
Classification System [2], [3], there exist three main
fingerprint textures: loop, whorl and arch. Generally,
Automatic Fingerprint Identification Systems (AFIS)
performs three basic steps to recognize fingerprint:
pre-processing, region of interest (ROI) extraction and finally
classification [4], [5].
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Small and precise portions called minutiae represents those
local ridge characteristics, which is also called singular points
or singularities. This singular-point-based approach has
minimized the tiresome job of manual classification and
matching method. The success of singular point detection
depends on the efficient method to localize the core point
precisely as well as the accurate ROI extraction with less
computational complexities. Several algorithms have been
proposed to deal with the fingerprint recognition involving
reference point identification. Zhang and Wang [6] propose
multi-resolution direction field concept in which low
resolution direction field (DF) is applied to select the ROI.
Then high resolution DF applies over the localized area to
search the core position. In [7], Mishra and Shandilya
introduce the registration point and neighborhood averaging
method where orientation mask is used to detect the
fingerprint. In [8], Julasayvake and Choomchuay present
direction field estimation of ridge in preprocessing and later
merge the technique of detection of curvature and geometry of
region respectively. Most recently, Khalil et al. [9] propose
orientation reliability and perform Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) in preprocessing steps. Fixed-length
invariant moment feature is introduced by Yang and Park
[10]. Most of the minutiae-based methods detect the singular
points (i.e. core and delta) successfully for the competent and
good quality of image, but the efficiency of algorithm
degrades when the image quality is not satisfactory [6] or
detecting false-candidate points [8], or cropping the ROI
containing less information [11]. In general, error is
decreased and the accuracy of chance to locate the core point
is increased if the extracted region contains sufficient
information. In this paper, we introduce the virtual core point
detection algorithm using maxima and minima points of the
ridge orientation curve. The paper is organized as follows:
Sec. II deals with the detection technique of ridge orientation
curves and algorithm in detection of virtual core point of a
fingerprint, Sec. III shows the results taking four different
types of fingerprint based on the analysis of section 2, and
finally, Sec. IV concludes the entire analysis.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In matching or identification of time varying signal or space
varying signal like image, a reference point is essential. In this
paper we use a new algorithm, using elliptic curvature of ridge
[7] to detect the virtual core point of a gray scale fingerprint.
Before applying the algorithm, we perform the ‘gray-level
normalization enhancement’ of the image then compute the
mean and variance at pixel-wise manner, as briefly described
in [8].
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To remove the noise introduced by the device and gray level
background due to difference in finger pressure we need to
normalize the fingerprint. Moreover, the normalization of
images changes the mean and variance of images to specific
values. The normalized image can be defined as follows [12],
[13].
The normalized image can be defined as
1/ 2
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where, N(x, y) is the normalized gray-level value at pixel (x,
y),  ( x, y ) is the gray-level value at pixel (x, y) of image  ,

is reverse for the case of minima, i. e., the slope immediate left of
the maxima is negative and that of on immediate right is
positive. The gradient of the immediate left and right points of
the
maxima
are
m1  dy / dx  ( x , y )
1 1
and m2  dy / dx 

( x2 , y2 )

respectively. The change in gradient

m  m1  m2 is the maximum for the case of maxima or
minima point of a ridge like Fig. 1, since polarity of the slope is
different on left and right side of the maxima or minima point.

mi and vi represent the estimated mean and variance
respectively; m0 and v0 denote the desired mean and variance
respectively. For m n matrix of pixels, the mean and
variance are represented respectively as

m( ) 
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Fig. 1: Gradient of a ridge profile on immediate left and right of
the maxima.
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However, storing the ridge orientation mapping into an
array and determining the maximum value m  m1  m2 of
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Let θ(x, y) represents the local ridge at pixel (x, y) as
explained in [11] and calculated in non-overlapping
block-wise manner. However, orientation field, based on least
mean square (LMS) algorithm is briefly described below in
relation to the research outlined in this paper [13]-[15]:
1)
Separate and process the input image into
non-overlapping blocks of size w w .
2)
Find
out
the
horizontal
and
vertical
gradients  x ( x, y) and  y ( x, y) at each pixel (x,y) using
gradient operator.
3) Estimate the ridge orientation with the following
equations:
x

w
2
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each row and their corresponding co-ordinate values, the
virtual core point is therefore calculated.
The algorithm for virtual core point detection is
summarized as follows:
1. Read the image.
2. Resize the image for uniform analysis.
3. Determine the ridge orientation curves of the image.
4. Store the ridge orientation image in an array A(i, j); i =1,
2, 3, … size of the row(M) and j =1, 2, 3,… size of the
column(N) of the image.
5. Select i-th row of the image A(i ,:) and determine R(i, q)
= abs(A(i,q)-A(i,q+1)); where q =1, 2, 3, … N-1.
6. Determine the maximum value of R (i, q), z(i)=
max(R(i,:)).
7. Determine the co-ordinate (xmax_i, ymax_i) of the point of
z(i).
8. Repeat steps 5 to 7 for all rows to get (xmax_i, ymax_i); i = 1,
2, 3, … M.
9. Determine the following virtual core point
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following relation:
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III. RESULTS

Consequently, the local ridge θ(x, y) is obtained from the

 ( x, y ) 
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In this paper we consider four fingerprints of different
persons with four different characteristics:

(6)

However, we know that the slope of a curve on the point of
maxima is zero but the slope immediate left of the maxima is
positive and that of on immediate right is negative. The situation
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1) Fingerprint with single core point located at the middle of
the image as in Fig. 2(a).
2) Fingerprint with two points as shown in Fig. 3(a).
3) Fingerprint with single core point located at the corner as
shown in Fig. 4(a).
4) Fingerprint without core point as shown in Fig. 5(a).

Fig. 4(a) Fingerprint of person-3 with single core at one
corner.
Original image

Fig. 2(a) Fingerprint of person-1 with single core at
middle.
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Fig. 4(b) Virtual core point of person-3.
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Fig. 2(b) Virtual core point of person-1.

Fig. 5(a) Fingerprint of person-4 without core point.
Original image
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Fig. 3(a) Fingerprint of person-2 with two cores.
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Fig. 5(b) Virtual core point of person-4.
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Fig. 3(b) Virtual core point of person-2.
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Similar analysis is done for other three types of images. For the
case of fingerprint of two core points, the virtual core point is
found approximately on the middle point of the connecting line
of two original core points as shown in Fig. 3(b). When the core
point is located at one corner, the virtual core point shifts a little
diagonally along opposite corner as visualized from Fig. 4(b).
Finally, when the fingerprint does not have a core point, then
X , Y indicates the point vicinity of the centroid of the image





as shown in Fig. 5(b).

IV. CONCLUSION
The entire analysis of the paper is confined in detection of
virtual core point of a fingerprint. The virtual core point of the
paper is not the exact core point but it is considered as a
reference point of a fingerprint in selection of ROI for image
comparison. Taking the ROI of a finger print based on virtual
core point will match closely with the images stored in
database if the same procedure is applied on all the stored
images. The work can be extended applying four different
techniques on ROI for fingerprint identification. The
techniques are: wavelet transform on the ROI, known as
non-minutia based detection, invariant moment on ROI, the
minutia of termination and bifurcation of the fingerprint and
two dimensional cross-correlations on images.
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